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Abstract

Fluid flow in a porous medium is a well-studied aspect of applied
mathematics with significant real-world application. The standard
modelling approach for this type of flow is to homogenise the porous
structure. A dual-scale model, with the smaller scale at the pore-scale,
would possibly capture the fluid mechanical phenomena more faithfully
than a volume averaged approach. We investigate the significance of
the microstructure shape on the flux through the medium. We also
evaluate whether smoothed particle hydrodynamics may be viable in
a dual-scale model. We find that varying the shape of the porous
structure causes the average flux to vary significantly. This contradicts
the assumption commonly made that only the porosity is important.
We conclude that there is significant information present in the dual-
scale model that is lost by a volume averaged model. We also find that
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the smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulation is computationally
intensive, but that there is a time-saving measure that may provide
viability to the dual-scale model.
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1 Introduction

Multiphase transport phenomena play an integral role in many branches
of engineering and applied mathematics. The macroscopic approach for
modelling heat and mass transport in heterogeneous porous media typically
uses volume averaging as an upscaling method to overcome the difficulties
associated with quantifying transport within the complex geometry of the
underlying pore network [22]. In this upscaling method, volume-averaged
equations, where the averaged volume contains on the order of hundreds or
thousands of pores, are used to derive conservation laws that resemble those
of a continuum, except for the appearance of volume-averaged quantities and
effective parameters. A potential difficulty of this approach is the requirement
to specify the nonlinear effective parameters. One such parameter of interest
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is relative permeability, which arises from Darcy’s law:

v = −
K

µ
(∇P − ρg) , (1)

where v is the fluid velocity, µ is the dynamic viscosity, P is the pressure, ρ is
the density, g is gravitational acceleration, and K is the effective permeability,
a product of the fluid-independent intrinsic permeability k and the relative
permeability kr. Darcy’s law results when volume averaging techniques are
applied to the Navier–Stokes equations [21].

Homogenisation theory is often used to predict effective parameters from the
microstructure of the porous medium [18, 9]. Under the assumption that
the underlying pore structure consists of a periodic arrangement of cells,
homogenisation theory results in steady-state, uncoupled problems that must
be solved on a specified unit cell prior to simulation [2]. However, there
are configurations where this type of scaling approach fails. This provides
the perfect motivation for moving towards a completely coupled, dual-scale
modelling approach. Dual-scale models seek to couple the volume-averaged
scale interdependently with the scale of the porous microstructure by imposing
suitably defined boundary conditions on the microscopic problem [19, 4]. This
strategy avoids the need to define macroscopic quantities, such as relative
permeability, that are challenging to define and often difficult to determine
experimentally.

The formulation of the dual-scale model follows the model of Alyaev et al. [1].
At the macro-scale, the finite volume method is used to solve the continuity
equation for conservation of mass:

∇ · qM = S , (2)

where qM is the macro-scale fluid velocity and S is a source term. To connect
the scales, the gradient of pressure across a macro-scale control volume face
is imposed on the pore-scale model located at the face. This pore-scale model
is solved for the pore-scale velocity qm, which is averaged over the pore space
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to give the macro-scale velocity normal to the face:

qM · n =
1

VT

∫
Ωf

qm · ndΩ , (3)

where Ωf is the fluid region of the pore-scale domain Ω, VT is the total volume
of Ω, and n is the unit normal to the control volume face. This feedback
mechanism between macro-scale and pore-scale can also accommodate other
types of transport, such as solute transport, which will be explored in future
research.

Several models are of interest for the micro-scale (pore-scale), but here we
limit our focus to smoothed particle hydrodynamics (sph). Section 2 briefly
reviews the sph method. With the dual-scale model as context and motivation,
we investigate whether the shape of the porous structure affects the average
flux, in order to evaluate the usefulness of such a model. Section 3 discusses
how we implemented sph in this context and Section 4 presents our results.
We also discuss the viability of a dual-scale model in terms of how practical
(i.e., fast) the sph runtime is. This is important since in the dual-scale model,
we intend to run many of these simulations—one at each macro-scale control
volume face, at each time-step.

2 Background

The method of sph was first developed to model stellar fluid dynamics [6, 8],
but it has since been applied to the incompressible Navier–Stokes equa-
tions [15]

∇ · qm = 0 , (4)
dqm
dt

= −
∇Pm
ρm

+ ν∇2qm + F , (5)

where qm is the fluid velocity, Pm is pressure, ρm is density, ν is kinematic
viscosity, F is a body force, and subscript m denotes a pore-scale quantity.
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Only equation (5) is explicitly solved since equation (4) describes conservation
of mass which is automatically satisfied in sph. Incompressibility is modelled
by an equation of state (see below).

sph models a domain as a number of point particles that obey a force balance.
Each physical quantity is calculated at a particle by summing the contributions
of the neighbouring particles, weighted according to their distance away from
the particle of interest:

〈A〉a =
∑
b

mb

ρb
AbWab , (6)

where 〈·〉 denotes the sph representation, a and b represent particles, sub-
scripts a or b represent a quantity’s value at particle a or b, A is an arbitrary
quantity, m is mass, and Wab is the weight assigned to the pair ab and is
a function of their separation distance. For convenience, we drop all m sub-
scripts since in sph we only consider pore-scale quantities.

Derivatives of quantities may be calculated by simply operating the derivative
on the weighting kernel:

〈∇A〉a =
∑
b

mb

ρb
Ab∇aWab . (7)

However, this approach can lead to non-conservative forces. For example,
Monaghan [10] found that, when calculating the pressure gradient term of
the Navier–Stokes equations (5), the above derivative form did not conserve
momentum. Monaghan instead proposed the explicitly conservative form
which we use here:〈

∇P
ρ

〉
a

=
∑
b

mb

(
Pa

ρ2a
+
Pb

ρ2b

)
∇aWab . (8)

Additionally, when equation (7) is applied to a second derivative (replacing∇
with ∇2), the result is sensitive to disorder in the arrangement of particles [10].
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An alternate form widely used is [3, 13]

〈∇ · (λ∇A)〉a =
∑
b

mb

ρb
(λa + λb) (Aa −Ab) Fab , (9)

where we define ∇aWab = rabFab with rab the vector from particle b to
particle a. The scalar quantity λ is an arbitrary coefficient which can represent
such quantities as diffusivity, conductivity and viscosity. We use equation (9)
to discretise the viscous term in equation (5).

Whilst different weighting kernels W have been used, they are generally
Gaussian or similar in shape. To avoid summing unnecessarily many mi-
nuscule contributions from far away particles, kernels with compact support
are preferred [13]. The most common are cubic and quintic B-splines that
approximate the Gaussian [16, 20]. Lower order splines have Fourier trans-
forms that decrease slowly and so are vulnerable to instability from transverse
modes [14].

We must consider the arrangement of particles, both because we need to
create an initial condition and also to be wary of unstable configurations.
A regular hexagonal lattice arrangement is a stable configuration for the
particles in sph [16]. This configuration has the highest possible number of
equidistant nearest neighbours. If particles are too close together, then sph
encounters pairing instability wherein a pair of close particles merge, thereby
decreasing the resolution [16].

Whilst sph was originally designed for compressible fluids, an artificial equa-
tion of state is implemented so that the fluid remains nearly incompressible [10].
This equation of state is often the Tait equation [15, 13, 20]

P =
c2ρ0

γ

[(
ρ

ρ0

)γ
− 1

]
, (10)

where ρ0 is a reference density, c is an artificial speed of sound, and γ is
a numerical parameter controlling the sensitivity of pressure P to density
fluctuations |ρ− ρ0| /ρ0. The two most widely used values are γ = 7 and
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γ = 1 [15]. We use γ = 1 and neglect the −1 in (10) so that the Tait equation
reduces to the simple linear form [5]

P = c2ρ . (11)

The value chosen for the speed of sound c is a compromise between quasi-
incompressibility and a manageable time-step. The recommended value is
such that the Mach number is ∼ 0.1 [10]. This keeps density fluctuations
below 1%, and allows a reasonably large time-step.

Another option is to exactly impose incompressibility by solving a Poisson
equation [17]. At each time-step the fluid is allowed to evolve without
considering pressure, allowing density fluctuations to grow. Since the exact
fluctuations are known, a Poisson equation can be solved for the pressure
distribution that will reverse these fluctuations. The effects of this pressure
distribution are retroactively imposed. This method allows for much smaller
density fluctuations, but involves significant additional computation associated
with solving an additional linear system at each time-step. Morris et al. [15]
argue that the sph interpolation is only accurate to within approximately 1%,
rendering the value of smaller density fluctuations minimal.

To integrate the system of ordinary differential equations that is generated by
sph, an explicit scheme can be used with a sufficiently small time-step [15, 20].
Implicit sph schemes also exist [11, 7] but, for simplicity, we use an explicit
scheme in this work.

Since sph is a Lagrangian framework it uses the material derivative, which
avoids the nonlinear advection term present in the Eulerian framework. sph
also automatically satisfies conservation of mass if the particles exchange no
mass [13]. However, boundary conditions are difficult to implement, especially
those involving a normal vector, since they cannot be imposed at particular
points in space but must be imposed on particles which could be anywhere.
To impose boundary conditions in sph, artificial particles are created on the
boundary or on the other side of the boundary compared to the fluid particles.
These solid particles, or boundary particles, are given attributes similar to the
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fluid particles, but in most cases are not affected by these attributes—only
the fluid particles are affected.

A no-slip condition is imposed to first order by simply moving the bound-
ary particles according to the relevant boundary velocity. A higher order
condition is given by extrapolating fluid velocity past the boundary to the
artificial particles’ positions and assigning this artificial velocity to boundary
particles [15].

A solid wall boundary must also have a no-penetration condition. One method
of implementing this condition is to assign to the boundary particles a force
that repels fluid particles and which is inversely proportional to the distance
between the boundary and fluid particles [13]. Another method is to attribute
pressure to the boundary particles, as if they were fluid particles, so that they
repel actual fluid particles without the need to explicitly specify a boundary
force [17]. In simple geometries, this second approach generates less fluid
disturbance [13].

3 Implementation

We are interested in using sph for our dual-scale model because particles
move with the flow field (avoiding the need to specify a mesh), the more
convenient material derivative is used (the dq/dt in equation (5) as opposed
to the Eulerian form ∂q/∂t + q·∇q), and conservation laws are inherent
or simple to enforce [13]. As a test problem we choose pressure-driven
incompressible flow of a single fluid through a square lattice of infinitely
long solid cylinders [15]. The cylinders are arranged periodically and so the
problem is simplified to a two-dimensional unit cell with periodic boundary
conditions. This problem is relevant to our dual-scale model since it is a crude
representation of the micro-structure of a two-dimensional porous medium
with the non-solid area representing porosity and the velocity representing
the volumetric flux.
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We firstly simulated circular cylinders, but to investigate the effect of cylinder
shape on average flux we also simulated arrays of different cylinder shapes.
We chose cylinder cross-sections that produce distinctly different channels
for fluid flow. To form long, open channels we chose an ellipse cross-section
with eccentricity

√
3/2 oriented parallel to the flow. To form channels that

periodically restrict flow into narrow regions we again chose an ellipse cross-
section with eccentricity

√
3/2, but oriented perpendicular to the flow. To

form channels with flat surfaces and corners we choose the approximately
square hyperellipse cross-section x10 + y10 = a10 .

In problems where fluid enters and leaves the domain sph is forced to re-
allocate memory in order to create and annihilate particles during the simula-
tion. However, the periodicity in our simulations eliminates this difficulty—for
every particle that leaves the domain, there enters another with identical
properties.

The unit cell for the cylinder array is square, with a single circular/elliptical/
hyperelliptical inclusion in the centre. We assume the inclusion to be unaf-
fected by the fluid, with no-slip and no-penetration conditions on its surface.
We model the pressure gradient via a body force, constant in space and time.
This represents a macro-scale pressure gradient which remains constant on
the small spatial and temporal scales of the micro-scale domain.

Only the steady-state behaviour of the system is important since we assume
the large ratio of the scales to imply that the micro-scale reaches equilibrium
quickly compared to the macro-scale time-scale. Because of this, we compare
simulations using a static initial condition with those using an initial condition
that approximates the steady state, expecting the same steady-state result
but different amounts of computational effort.

We used Matlab to implement our solution method, which involved using
the sph method to spatially discretise the Navier–Stokes equations (5) and
the (explicit) forward Euler method for temporal discretisation. We imposed
several conditions on the time-step to ensure stability [15]. For the reasons
outlined in Section 2, to define the pressure derivative and viscosity term
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in (5) we used equations (8) and (9), respectively. Due to the stability concern
discussed in Section 2, we used a quintic B-spline for the sph kernel, and
following the suggestion of Morris et al. [15], we set the smoothing length to
be 1.5 times the initial particle spacing.

Preliminary simulations, describing the incompressibility with the Tait equa-
tion (10), its linear version (11), or a Poisson equation, found that the Poisson
method took several times longer to run than the other two, without a signif-
icant corresponding improvement in accuracy. The Tait and linear methods
produced similar results, so we used the slightly faster linear method.

Initially we placed the particles on a hexagonal lattice as close to regular as
possible within the periodic square domain. This was an attempt to maintain
a somewhat stable configuration. Morris et al. [15], who studied circular
cross-section cylinders, simply defined particles that fell inside the circle as
solid and those that fell outside as fluid, but this means that the boundary
does not faithfully resolve the true boundary (i.e. the circle). To resolve the
true boundary as well as possible, we placed solid particles on the boundary.
To avoid stability problems to do with particles being too close together, we
also deleted any particle within a quarter particle spacing of the boundary.
This disrupted the original mesh, where each particle has the same volume
around it. To ensure that density was initially constant across the domain we
calculated the volume around each particle (the reciprocal of the sum of the
kernel values

∑
bWab) and assigned to it a corresponding mass.

At the cylinder boundary, to apply the no-slip condition we used the higher
order condition which requires extrapolation across the cylinder boundary, as
described in Section 2, and to treat the no-penetration condition we artificially
maintained pressure in the solid particles. Both of these methods were chosen
for their higher accuracy compared to other discussed methods. To invoke
periodic boundary conditions we calculated the particle positions modulo
the domain length, and also considered duplicate particles nearby in the
neighbouring unit cells [12].
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Figure 1: Velocity magnitude contours (left, with units 1.74× 10−5m/s) and
pressure contours (right, with units 10−6 Pa) for the cylindrical case.
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4 Results

To compare the results of our simulation with Morris et al. [15], we use the
parameters from their model of flow with Reynolds number equal to one. As
well as performing an sph simulation, Morris et al. solved the problem using
the finite element method applied to incompressible Stokes flow. In their
model the unit cell is aligned with the xy plane and the force simulating a
pressure gradient acts in the positive x direction. The velocity and pressure
contours from our sph cylinder simulation (see Figure 1) recover the results
of Morris et al. up to a multiplicative or additive constant. We find that
the given time-step constraints did not ensure stability, possibly due to the
artificially increased effect of viscosity at the boundary.

Having verified that the velocity and pressure fields from our cylinder simu-
lation exhibit the behaviour we expect, we produced velocity fields for the
elliptic and approximately square cylinders (see Figure 2). We find that the
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Figure 2: Velocity magnitude contours for the ellipse parallel to the flow (left),
ellipse perpendicular to the flow (right) and square (bottom), with units 1.74×
10−5m/s.
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fluid moves more quickly the farther it is from the cylinder. This means that
faster flow is possible in the wider channels between ellipses positioned parallel
to the flow, and that the flow is restricted by the narrower channels between
ellipses positioned perpendicular to the flow. Additionally, we find that fluid
heading directly towards or away from the cylinder is slow. This means that
the flat edges of the approximately square cylinders restrict velocity more
than the circular cylinders.

We compare the fluid velocity across the cylinder shapes in order to quantify
the effect of shape. Compared to the mean horizontal velocity for the circle,
the mean horizontal velocity was ∼ 15% larger for the parallel ellipse, ∼ 30%
smaller for the perpendicular ellipse, and ∼ 10% smaller for the square. We
kept the cross-sectional area constant across all four shapes so that porosity
was identical in each case. Additionally, for the two elliptic cases we kept
not only the porosity constant but also the shape, and this led to roughly
a 60% larger mean horizontal velocity for the parallel case compared to the
perpendicular case. This is important for a dual-scale model since it tells us
that the flux depends not only on the porosity of the micro-structure but also
significantly on its shape and its orientation relative to the flow.

For all of the cylinder shapes, when we used a rough estimate of the steady
state flow (merely a parabola in y) as the initial condition, the solution
converged to the same steady state as for a static initial condition, and it
did so several times faster. In a dual-scale model, this convergence could be
exploited by using the steady-state solution from each micro-scale problem as
the initial condition at the subsequent time-step. In our example, we used a
very rough estimate of the steady state and still managed to achieve upwards
of five times speed-up. In contrast, the steady-state solution will undergo
relatively small changes between time-steps in a dual-scale model. We expect
that this strategy will provide much more speed-up in a dual-scale context.
Currently, with nearly 3000 particles, our code takes the order of 10 minutes
to reach steady state in Matlab R2014a on an Intel Core i7-4800MQ 2.70GHz
processor. The code would take significantly less time to run in a dual-scale
model, but would not necessarily be viable. In an attempt to make it viable,
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we could implement further efficiency measures or simulate fewer particles.

5 Conclusions

We investigated the potential for sph as the micro-scale model in a dual-
scale model of a porous medium. Our research led to two main findings.
Firstly, the flux through a domain depends significantly on the shape and
orientation of the porous structure, not simply the porosity. This suggests
that the dual-scale approach will recover information lost when performing
volume averaging, and so would be worthwhile. Secondly, while our current
code is computationally expensive, there are time-saving approaches that will
potentially make this method viable.

In future work we intend to embed sph into a three-dimensional dual-scale
modelling framework and compare it against experimental results. In this
context we also intend to compare the suitability of sph with other methods,
such as the lattice Boltzmann or boundary element methods.
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